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Abstract
We show that an action of a supermembrane in an eleven-dimensional spacetime with
a semi-light-cone gauge can be written only with Nambu-Poisson bracket and an in-
variant symmetric bilinear form under an approximation. Thus, the action under
the conditions is manifestly covariant under volume preserving diffeomorphism even
when the world-volume metric is flat. Next, we propose two 3-algebraic models of
M-theory which are obtained as a second quantization of an action that is equivalent
to the supermembrane action under the approximation. The second quantization is
defined by replacing Nambu-Poisson bracket with finite-dimensional 3-algebras’ brack-
ets. Our models include eleven matrices corresponding to all the eleven space-time
coordinates in M-theory although they possess not SO(1, 10) but SO(1, 2)× SO(8) or
SO(1, 2) × SU(4) × U(1) covariance. They possess N = 1 space-time supersymmetry
in eleven dimensions that consists of 16 kinematical and 16 dynamical ones. We also
show that the SU(4) model with a certain algebra reduces to BFSS matrix theory if
DLCQ limit is taken.
1 e-mail address : msato@cc.hirosaki-u.ac.jp
1 Introduction
BFSS matrix theory is conjectured to describe infinite momentum frame (IMF) limit of M-
theory in [1] and many evidences were found. However, because of the limit, the theory does
not include a variable corresponding to the eleventh space-time coordinate of M-theory;
it includes only time and nine matrices corresponding to nine spatial coordinates. As a
result, it is very difficult to derive full dynamics of M-theory. For example, we do not know
the manner to describe longitudinal momentum transfer of D0-branes. Therefore, we need
a model that includes variables corresponding to all the eleven space-time coordinates in
M-theory.
Recently, dynamics of supermembranes in M-theory have been investigated intensively.
New superconformal field theories in three dimensions were constructed in [2–4] and the
low energy effective action of N multiple supermembranes was found in [5, 6]. Because the
effective action possesses a symmetry based on a 3 algebra, 3 algebras are expected to play
a crucial role in constructing a model of M-theory [7–11].
The supermembrane action in light-cone gauge and Green-Schwarz type IIB super-
string action in Schild gauge [12, 13] can be written only with Poisson bracket and an
invariant symmetric bilinear form. As a second quantization, by replacing the Poisson
bracket in the actions with a Lie-bracket, we obtain BFSS matrix theory and type IIB
matrix model, respectively. While the original membrane and string actions describe a
single object, the matrix models describe many body interactions. Although the IIB ma-
trix model is a covariant constructive formulation of type IIB superstring theory, BFSS
matrix theory is not covariant because of the light-cone gauge. On the other hand, the
bosonic part of a supermembrane action can be written in a SO(1, 10) covariant form
as TM2
∫
d3σ
√
g
(
− 1
12
( 1√
g
{XL, XM , XN})2 + Λ
)
, where L,M,N = 0, · · · , 10 and { , , } is
Nambu-Poisson bracket [14, 15]. Although we can obtain a covariant second quantized
bosonic model by replacing Nambu-Poisson bracket with a finite-dimensional 3-algebra’s
bracket [9]1, we cannot obtain a full action of the second quantized model because it seems
impossible to write the full supermembrane action only with Nambu-Poisson bracket and an
invariant symmetric bilinear form covariantly. For example, see [19].
In section two of this paper, we show that a supermembrane action with a semi-light-cone
1 A formulation of M-theory by a cubic matrix action was proposed by Smolin [16–18]
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gauge can be written only with Nambu-Poisson bracket and an invariant bilinear symmetric
form under an approximation. Thus, the action under the conditions is manifestly covari-
ant under volume preserving diffeomorphism (VPD) even when the world-volume metric is
flat. In section three, we propose two 3-algebraic models of M-theory which are obtained
as a second quantization of an action that is equivalent to the supermembrane action under
the approximation. The second quantization is defined by replacing Nambu-Poisson bracket
with finite-dimensional 3-algebras’ ones. Our models include matrices corresponding to all
the eleven space-time coordinates in M-theory because they possess the same structure as
the supermembrane action with a semi-light-cone gauge, where only the kappa symmetry
is fixed and bosonic space-time coordinates are not constrained2. Because the 32 fermions
are constrained to be 16 fermions, the models possess only 16 kinematical supersymmetries.
These and 16 dynamical supersymmetries of the models form N = 1 space-time supersym-
metry of M-theory as in [23]. In section four, we show that the SU(4) model with a certain
algebra reduces to BFSS matrix theory if DLCQ limit is taken.
2 VPD Covariance of Supermembrane Action
We start with an action,
Scl =
∫
d3σ
√−g
(
− 1
12
{XI , XJ , XK}2 − 1
2
(Aµab{ϕa, ϕb, XI})2
−1
3
EµνλAµabAνcdAλef{ϕa, ϕc, ϕd}{ϕb, ϕe, ϕf}+ 1
2
Λ
− i
2
Ψ¯ΓµAµab{ϕa, ϕb, ψ}+ i
4
ψ¯ΓIJ{XI , XJ , ψ}
)
, (2.1)
where I, J,K = 3, · · · , 10 and {ϕa, ϕb, ϕc} = ǫαβγ∂αϕa∂βϕb∂γϕc (α, β, γ = 0, 1, 2) is Nambu-
Poisson bracket. An invariant symmetric bilinear form is defined by
∫
d3σ
√−gϕaϕb for
complete basis ϕa in three dimensions. Thus, this action is manifestly VPD covariant even
when the world-volume metric is flat. XI is a scalar and ψ is a SO(1, 2)×SO(8) Majorana-
2 Advantages of a semi-light-cone gauges against a light-cone gauge are shown in [20–22]
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Weyl fermion satisfying
Γ012ψ = −ψ (2.2)
ψ† = ψT . (2.3)
Eµνλ is a Levi-Civita symbol in three dimensions and Λ is a cosmological constant. We will
show that this action is equivalent to a supermembrane action with a semi-light-cone gauge
(2.2) under an approximation.
Aµab (µ = 0, 1, 2) one-to-one corresponds to a bi-local field Aµ(σ, σ
′) by Aµ(σ, σ′) =
Aµabϕ
a(σ)ϕb(σ′) and Aµ(σ, σ′) consists of infinite numbers of local tensors as [24, 25]
Aµ(σ, σ
′) = ∂′αAµ(σ, σ
′)|σ′=σ(σ′α−σα)+ 1
2
∂′α∂
′
βAµ(σ, σ
′)|σ′=σ(σ′α−σα)(σ′β−σβ)+· · · . (2.4)
However, Aµab appears only in a combination Aµab∂αϕ
a∂βϕ
b in (2.1), namely among infinite
numbers of modes in (2.4) only the vector mode
aµα ≡ ∂′αAµ(σ, σ′)|σ′=σ = Aµabϕa∂αϕb, (2.5)
contributes to the action. The combination is rewritten as
Aµab∂αϕ
a∂βϕ
b =
1
2
(∂αaµβ − ∂βaµα) = 1
2
Fµαβ . (2.6)
By using this, the action is given by
Scl =
∫
d3σ
√−g
(
− 1
12
(ǫαβγ∂αX
I∂βX
J∂γXK)2 − 1
8
(ǫαβγFµαβ∂γX
I)2
−1
6
Eµνλǫαβγǫα
′β′γ′Fµαα′FνβγFλβ′γ′) +
1
2
Λ
− i
4
ψ¯ΓµǫαβγFµαβ∂γψ +
i
4
ψ¯ΓIJǫ
αβγ∂αX
I∂βX
J∂γψ
)
. (2.7)
We can regard Fµαβ as a fundamental field by introducing auxiliary field X
µ and by adding
a term ∫
d3σ
√−g
(
−1
2
Xµǫαβγ∂αFµβγ
)
(2.8)
to the action. Next, we take Poincare dual of Fµαβ in three dimensions,
Fµαβ = ǫαβγA
γ
µ . (2.9)
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Thus, we obtain
Scl =
∫
d3σ
√−g
(
− 1
12
(ǫαβγ∂αX
I∂βX
J∂γXK)2 − 1
2
(A αµ ∂αX
I)2
−1
6
EµνλǫαβγAµαAνβAλγ +
1
2
Λ− ∂αXµA αµ
+
i
2
ψ¯ΓµA αµ ∂αψ +
i
4
ψ¯ΓIJǫ
αβγ∂αX
I∂βX
J∂γψ
)
. (2.10)
In order to analyze easily, we approximate the action up to the quadratic order in A αµ .
As a result, the Chern-Simons term −1
6
EµνλǫαβγAµαAνβAλγ is neglected. From equation of
motion of A αµ , we obtain
A αµ = −hαβΠβµ, (2.11)
where Π µα = ∂αX
µ − i
2
ψ¯Γµ∂αψ, hαβ = ∂αX
I∂βXI and h
αβ is an inverse. As a result, the
quadratic order approximation in A αµ corresponds to the quadratic order approximation in
∂αX
µ and ∂αψ. By substituting (2.11), the action reduces to
S˜cl =
∫
d3σ
(
−1
2
1√−gh+
1
2
√−g(hαβΠ µα Πβµ + Λ) +
i
4
ψ¯ΓIJE
αβγ∂αX
I∂βX
J∂γψ
)
, (2.12)
where h is a determinant of hαβ . From equation of motion of g, we obtain
g =
h
hαβΠ µα Πβµ + Λ
. (2.13)
If we substitute this relation, the action reduces to
S˜cl =
∫
d3σ
√
−h(hαβΠ µα Πβµ + Λ) + i
4
ψ¯ΓIJE
αβγ∂αX
I∂βX
J∂γψ. (2.14)
Up to the quadratic order in ∂αX
µ and ∂αψ, we obtain
S˜cl =
∫
d3σ
√−h(1 + hαβΠ µα Πβµ) +
i
4
ψ¯ΓIJE
αβγ∂αX
I∂βX
J∂γψ, (2.15)
when Λ = 1.
Let us compare this action with the supermembrane action in M-theory given by [26]
SM2 =
∫
d3σ
(√−G + i
4
ǫαβγψ¯ΓMN∂αψ(Π
M
β Π
N
γ +
i
2
Π Mβ ψ¯Γ
N∂γψ
− 1
12
ψ¯ΓM∂βψψ¯Γ
N∂γψ)
)
, (2.16)
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where M,N = 0, · · · , 10, Gαβ = Π Mα ΠβM and Π Mα = ∂αXM − i2 ψ¯ΓM∂αψ. ψ is a SO(1, 10)
Majorana fermion. In order to compare, we fix kappa symmetry by imposing the same
condition (2.2) and obtain
SM2 =
∫
d3σ
(√−G+ i
4
ǫαβγ
(
ψ¯Γµν∂αψ(Π
µ
β Π
ν
γ +
i
2
Π µβ ψ¯Γ
ν∂γψ − 1
12
ψ¯Γµ∂βψψ¯Γ
ν∂γψ)
+ψ¯ΓIJ∂αψ∂βX
I∂γX
J
))
, (2.17)
where Gαβ = hαβ + Π
µ
α Πβµ. If we take the same approximation, that is the approximation
up to the quadratic order in ∂αX
µ and ∂αψ, we obtain
S˜M2 =
∫
d3σ
√−h(1 + hαβΠ µα Πβµ) +
i
4
ψ¯ΓIJE
αβγ∂αX
I∂βX
J∂γψ. (2.18)
This action is identical with (2.15). As a result, we have shown that a supermembrane action
in a semi-light-cone gauge (2.2) can be written only with Nambu-Poisson bracket and the
invariant symmetric bilinear form up to the quadratic order approximation in ∂αX
µ and
∂αψ.
3 Models of M-theory
In this section, we propose two 3-algebraic models of M-theory which are obtained by replac-
ing Nambu-Poisson bracket in the action (2.1) with finite-dimensional 3-algebras’ brackets
as a second quantization.
If we replace Nambu-Poisson bracket in the action (2.1) with a completely antisymmetric
real 3-algebra’s bracket [27, 28],
∫
d3σ
√−g →
〈 〉
{ϕa, ϕb, ϕc} → [T a, T b, T c], (3.1)
we obtain a second quantized model describing M-theory,
S0 =
〈
− 1
12
[XI , XJ , XK]2 − 1
2
(Aµab[T
a, T b, XI ])2
−1
3
EµνλAµabAνcdAλef [T
a, T c, T d][T b, T e, T f ]
− i
2
Ψ¯ΓµAµab[T
a, T b,Ψ] +
i
4
ψ¯ΓIJ [X
I , XJ , ψ]
〉
. (3.2)
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We have deleted the cosmological constant Λ, which corresponds to an operator ordering
ambiguity, as usual as in the case of other matrix models [1, 13].
This model can be obtained formally by a dimensional reduction of the N = 8 BLG
model [7, 29–32],
SN=8BLG =
∫
d3x
〈
− 1
12
[XI , XJ , XK ]2 − 1
2
(DµX
I)2 −Eµνλ(1
2
Aµab∂νAλcdT
a[T b, T c, T d]
+
1
3
AµabAνcdAλef [T
a, T c, T d][T b, T e, T f ]
)
+
i
2
Ψ¯ΓµDµΨ+
i
4
ψ¯ΓIJ [X
I , XJ , ψ]
〉
. (3.3)
Therefore, the model (3.2) possesses 16 dynamical and 16 kinematical supersymmetries that
form N = 1 space-time supersymmetry in eleven dimensions.
Next, the supermembrane action (2.1) can be rewritten by using the triality of SO(8)
and the SU(4)× U(1) decomposition [6, 33, 34] as
Scl =
∫
d3σ
√−g
(
−V − Aµba{ZA, T a, T b}Aµdc{ZA, T c, T d}
+
1
3
EµνλAµbaAνdcAλfe{T a, T c, T d}{T b, T f , T e}
+iψ¯AΓµAµba{ψA, T a, T b}+ i
2
EABCDψ¯
A{ZC , ZD, ψB} − i
2
EABCDZD{ψ¯A, ψB, ZC}
−iψ¯A{ψA, ZB, ZB}+ 2iψ¯A{ψB, ZB, ZA}
)
, (3.4)
where fields with a raised A index transform in the 4 of SU(4), whereas those with lowered
one transform in the 4¯. Aµba (µ = 0, 1, 2) is an anti-Hermitian gauge field, Z
A and ZA are
a complex scalar field and its complex conjugate, respectively. ψA is a fermion field that
satisfies
Γ012ψA = −ψA, (3.5)
and ψA is its complex conjugate. Eµνλ and EABCD are Levi-Civita symbols in three dimen-
sions and four dimensions, respectively. The potential terms are given by
V =
2
3
ΥCDB Υ
B
CD
ΥCDB = {ZC , ZD, ZB} −
1
2
δCB{ZE , ZD, ZE}+
1
2
δDB{ZE, ZC , ZE}. (3.6)
If we replace Nambu-Poisson bracket with a Hermitian 3-algebra’s bracket [35, 36],∫
d3σ
√−g →
〈 〉
{ϕa, ϕb, ϕc} → [T a, T b; T¯ c¯], (3.7)
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we obtain another second quantized model describing M-theory,
S =
〈
−V −Aµb¯a[ZA, T a; T¯ b¯]Aµd¯c[ZA, T c; T¯ d¯] +
1
3
EµνλAµb¯aAνd¯cAλf¯e[T
a, T c; T¯ d¯][T b, T f ; T¯ e¯]
+iψ¯AΓµAµb¯a[ψA, T
a; T¯ b¯] +
i
2
EABCDψ¯
A[ZC , ZD; ψ¯B]− i
2
EABCDZ¯D[ψ¯A, ψB; Z¯C ]
−iψ¯A[ψA, ZB; Z¯B] + 2iψ¯A[ψB, ZB; Z¯A]
〉
, (3.8)
where the cosmological constant has been deleted for the same reason as before. The poten-
tial terms are given by
V =
2
3
ΥCDB Υ
B
CD
ΥCDB = [Z
C , ZD; Z¯B]− 1
2
δCB [Z
E , ZD; Z¯E] +
1
2
δDB [Z
E , ZC ; Z¯E]. (3.9)
This matrix model can be obtained formally by a dimensional reduction of the N = 6
BLG action,
SN=6BLG =
∫
d3x
〈
−V −DµZADµZA + Eµνλ
(1
2
Aµc¯b∂νAλd¯aT¯
d¯[T a, T b; T¯ c¯]
+
1
3
Aµb¯aAνd¯cAλf¯e[T
a, T c; T¯ d¯][T b, T f ; T¯ e¯]
)
−iψ¯AΓµDµψA + i
2
EABCDψ¯
A[ZC , ZD;ψB]− i
2
EABCDZ¯D[ψ¯A, ψB; Z¯C ]
−iψ¯A[ψA, ZB; Z¯B] + 2iψ¯A[ψB, ZB; Z¯A]
〉
. (3.10)
Therefore, the model (3.8) has the explicit 12 dynamical supersymmetries inherited from the
N = 6 BLG theory. Moreover, this model has implicit 4 dynamical supersymmetries when
Chern-Simon level is one [5, 34]. As a result, this model with Chern-Simon level one also
possesses 16 dynamical and 16 kinematical supersymmetries that form N = 1 space-time
supersymmetry in eleven dimensions.
4 DLCQ and Reduction to BFSS Matrix Theory
It was shown that M-theory in DLCQ limit reduces to BFSS matrix theory with finite
n [37–42]. This fact is a strong criterion for a model of M-theory. In this section, we will
take a specific Hermitian 3-algebra in the SU(4) model (3.8) as an example and take DLCQ
limit of it. As a result, we will obtain the BFSS matrix theory with finite n as desired.
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A Hermitian 3-algebra is constructed in [6]:
[T a, T b; T¯ c¯] =
2π
k
(T aT †c¯T b − T bT †c¯T a)〈〉
= Tr, (4.1)
where an integer k represents Chern-Simons level and we choose k = 1 in order to obtain 16
dynamical supersymmetries. T a span complete basis of N × N complex matrices and T †a
are their Hermitian conjugates. By using this, we obtain
S = Tr
(
−(2π)
2
k2
V − (ZAARµ − ALµZA)(ZAARµ − ALµZA)† −
k
2π
i
3
Eµνλ(ARµA
R
ν A
R
λ − ALµALνALλ)
−ψ¯AΓµ(ψAARµ − ALµψA) +
2π
k
(iEABCDψ¯
AZCψ†BZD − iEABCDZ†Dψ¯†AZ†CψB
−iψ¯AψAZ†BZB + iψ¯AZBZ†BψA + 2iψ¯AψBZ†AZB − 2iψ¯AZBZ†AψB)
)
, (4.2)
where ARµ ≡ − k2pi iAµb¯aT †b¯T a and ALµ ≡ − k2pi iAµb¯aT aT †b¯ are N ×N Hermitian matrices. V is
given by
V = +
1
3
Z
†
AZ
AZ
†
BZ
BZ
†
CZ
C +
1
3
ZAZ
†
AZ
BZ
†
BZ
CZ
†
C +
4
3
Z
†
AZ
BZ
†
CZ
AZ
†
BZ
C
−Z†AZAZ†BZCZ†CZB − ZAZ†AZBZ†CZCZ†B. (4.3)
This action can be obtained formally by a dimensional reduction of ABJM action [5,43,44]3.
Because ABJM action with level one is an effective action of N multiple supermembranes in
the flat eleven-dimensional spacetime, the action should possess translational symmetry in
the target space although it is not manifest. Therefore, the action (4.2) also should possess
translational symmetry in the target space.
By redefining fields as
ZA →
(
k
2π
) 1
3
ZA
Aµ →
(
2π
k
) 1
3
Aµ
ψA →
(
k
2π
) 1
6
ψA, (4.4)
3 The authors of [45–48] studied matrix models that can be obtained by a dimensional reduction of the
ABJM and ABJ gauge theories on S3. They showed that the models reproduce the original gauge theories
on S3 in planar limits.
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we obtain an action that is independent of Chern-Simons level:
S = Tr
(
−V − (ZAARµ −ALµZA)(ZAARµ − ALµZA)† −
i
3
Eµνλ(ARµA
R
ν A
R
λ −ALµALνALλ)
−ψ¯AΓµ(ψAARµ −ALµψA) + iEABCDψ¯AZCψ†BZD − iEABCDZ†Dψ¯†AZ†CψB
−iψ¯AψAZ†BZB + iψ¯AZBZ†BψA + 2iψ¯AψBZ†AZB − 2iψ¯AZBZ†AψB
)
, (4.5)
as opposed to three-dimensional Chern-Simons actions.
If we rewrite the gauge fields in the action as ALµ = Aµ + Bµ and A
R
µ = Aµ − Bµ, we
obtain
S = Tr
(
−V + ([Aµ, ZA] + {Bµ, ZA})([Aµ, ZA]− {Bµ, ZA}) + iEµνλ(2
3
BµBνBλ + 2AµAνBλ)
+ψ¯AΓµ([Aµ, ψA] + {Bµ, ψA}) + iEABCDψ¯AZCψ†BZD − iEABCDZ†Dψ¯†AZ†CψB
−iψ¯AψAZ†BZB + iψ¯AZBZ†BψA + 2iψ¯AψBZ†AZB − 2iψ¯AZBZ†AψB
)
, (4.6)
where [ , ] and { , } are the ordinary commutator and anticommutator, respectively. The
u(1) parts of Aµ decouple because Aµ appear only in commutators in the action. Bµ can be
regarded as auxiliary fields, and thus Aµ correspond to matrices Xµ that represents three
space-time coordinates in M-theory. Among N×N arbitrary complex matrices ZA, we need
to identify matrices XI (I = 3, · · ·10) representing the other space coordinates in M-theory,
because the model possesses not SO(8) but SU(4)× U(1) symmetry. Our identification is
ZA = iXA+2 −XA+6,
XI = XˆI − ixI1, (4.7)
where XˆI and xI are su(N) Hermitian matrices and real scalars, respectively. This is analo-
gous to the identification when we compactify ABJM action, which describes N M2 branes,
and obtain the action of N D2 branes [5, 44, 49]. We will see that this identification works
also in our case. We should note that while the su(N) part is Hermitian, the u(1) part is
anti-Hermitian. That is, an eigen-value distribution of Xµ, ZA, and not XI determine the
spacetime in the SU(4) model. In order to define light-cone coordinates, we need to perform
Wick rotation: a0 → −ia0. After the Wick rotation, we obtain
A0 = Aˆ0 − ia01, (4.8)
where Aˆ0 is a su(N) Hermitian matrix.
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Before taking DLCQ limit, we redefine fields as follows. First, by rescaling the eight
matrices as
XI =
1
T
X
′I
Aµ = A
′µ, (4.9)
we adjust the scale of XI to that of Aµ and identify A
′µ with X
′µ. T is a real parameter.
Next, we redefine fields so as to keep the scale of nine matrices:
X
′p = X
′′p
X
′i = X
′′i
X
′0 =
1
T
X
′′0
X
′10 =
1
T
X
′′10, (4.10)
where p = 1, 2 and i = 3, · · · , 9. We also redefine auxiliary fields as
Bµ =
1
T 2
B
′′′µ. (4.11)
DLCQ limit of M-theory consists of a light-cone compactification, x− ≈ x−+2πR, where
x± = 1√
2
(x10 ± x0), and Lorentz boost in x10 direction with an infinite momentum. In the
following, we demonstrate DLCQ limit of the bosonic part of the model. One can obtain
the same result in the fermionic part. We define light-cone coordinates as
X
′′0 =
1√
2
(X+ −X−)
X
′′10 =
1√
2
(X+ +X−). (4.12)
We treat B
′′′µ as scalars. A matrix compactification [50] on a circle with a radius R imposes
following conditions on X− and the other matrices Y that represents X+, X
′′p, X
′′i and
B
′′′µ:
X− − i(2πR)1 = U †X−U
Y = U †Y U, (4.13)
where U is a unitary matrix. After the compactification, we cannot redefine fields freely. A
solution to (4.13) is given by U , X− = X¯− + X˜− and Y = Y˜ , where a unitary matrix U is
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given by
U =


0 1 0
. . .
. . .
1
0 0

⊗ 1n×n, (4.14)
a background X¯− is
X¯− = −i(T 3x¯−)1− i(2πR)diag(· · · , s− 1, s, s+ 1, · · · )⊗ 1n×n, (4.15)
and a fluctuation X˜ that represents X˜− and Y˜ is
X˜ =


X˜(0) X˜(1) · · ·
X˜(−1) . . . . . .
...
. . . X˜(1)
X˜(−1) X˜(0)

 . (4.16)
Each X˜(s) is a n× n matrix, where s is an integer. That is, the (s, t)-th block is given by
X˜s,t = X˜(s− t).
We make a Fourier transformation,
X˜(s) =
1
2πR˜
∫ 2piR˜
0
dτX(τ)eis
τ
R˜ , (4.17)
where X(τ) is a n × n matrix in one-dimension and RR˜ = 2π. From (4.15), (4.16) and
(4.17), the following identities hold:
∑
t
X˜s,tX˜ ′t,u =
1
2πR˜
∫ 2piR˜
0
dτ X(τ)X ′(τ)ei(s−u)
τ
R˜
tr(
∑
s,t
X˜s,tX˜ ′t,s) = V
1
2πR˜
∫ 2piR˜
0
dτ tr(X(τ)X ′(τ))
[X¯−, X˜]s,t =
1
2πR˜
∫ 2piR˜
0
dτ ∂τX(τ)e
i(s−t) τ
R˜ , (4.18)
where tr is a trace over n× n matrices and V =∑s 1. We will use these identities later.
Next, let us boost the system in x10 direction:
X+ =
1
T
X
′′′+
X˜− = TX˜
′′′−
X
′′p = X
′′′p
X
′′i = X
′′′i. (4.19)
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IMF limit is achieved when T →∞. The second equation implies that X− ≡ −i(T 3x¯−)1+
TX
′′′−, where X
′′′− = X¯
′′′−+ X˜
′′′− and X¯
′′′− = −i(2πR′)diag(· · · , s−1, s, s+1, · · · )⊗1n×n.
R′ ≡ 1
T
R goes to zero when T →∞.
To summarize, relations between the original fields and the fixed fields when T →∞ are
A0 =
1√
2
(
1
T 2
X
′′′+ −X ′′′−) + i√
2
T 2x¯−1
Ap = X
′′′p
X i =
1
T
X
′′′i
X10 =
1√
2
(
1
T 3
X
′′′+ +
1
T
X
′′′−)− i√
2
T x¯−1
Bµ =
1
T 2
B
′′′µ. (4.20)
By using these relations, equations of motion of the auxiliary fields Bµ are given by
B
′′′0 =
i
2(x¯′′′−)2
[X
′′′1, X
′′′2] +O(
1
T
)
B
′′′1 =
i
2
√
2(x¯−)2
[X
′′′2, X
′′′−]− i
2x¯−
[X
′′′1, X
′′′−] +O(
1
T
)
B
′′′2 = − i
2
√
2(x¯−)2
[X
′′′1, X
′′′−]− i
2x¯−
[X
′′′2, X
′′′−] +O(
1
T
). (4.21)
If we substitute them and (4.20) to the bosonic part of the action (4.6), we obtain
Sb =
1
T 2
Tr
( 1
4(x¯−)2
(−[X ′′′−, X ′′′p]2 + [X ′′′p, X ′′′q]2)− 1
2
[X
′′′−, X
′′′i]2 + [X
′′′p, X
′′′i]2
+(x¯−)2[X
′′′i, X
′′′j]2
)
+O(
1
T 3
). (4.22)
Therefore, the bosonic part reduces to
Sˆ =
1
T 2
Tr
( 1
4(x¯−)2
(−[X ′′′−, X ′′′p]2 + [X ′′′p, X ′′′q]2)− 1
2
[X
′′′−, X
′′′i]2 + [X
′′′p, X
′′′i]2
+(x¯−)2[X
′′′i, X
′′′j]2
)
(4.23)
in T →∞ limit. By redefining
1√
T
1√
2x¯−
X
′′′− → X ′′′−
1√
T
1√
x¯−
X
′′′p → X ′′′p
1√
T
√
2x¯−X
′′′i → X ′′′i, (4.24)
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we obtain
Sˆ = Tr(−1
2
[X
′′′−, X
′′′I ]2 +
1
4
[X
′′′I , X
′′′J ]2). (4.25)
The background in X
′′′− is modified, where 1√
T
R′ → R′. By using the identities (4.18), we
can rewrite (4.25) and obtain the action of BFSS matrix theory with finite n,
Sˆ =M
∫ ∞
0
dτtr(
1
2
(D0X
I)2 +
1
4
[XI , XJ ]2), (4.26)
after Wick rotation back: ∂τ → −i∂τ . We have used R˜′ =∞ because R′ → 0 when T →∞.
In DLCQ limit of our model, we see that X− disappears and X+ changes to τ as in the case
of the light-cone gauge fixing of the membrane theory.
Let us consider the case where our model is compactified on a torus T p. If we take DLCQ
limit of our model (4.6) on T p in a similar way, and perform T-duality transformations along
all of the torus directions, we obtain u(n) (p+1)-dimensional maximally supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory (SYM) on a dual torus T˜ p. The Yang-Mills coupling constant is given
by g2YM = M
3(2−p)
11 R
3−p
10
∏p
i=1
1
Ri
, where M11 is the eleven-dimensional Planck mass, R10 is a
radius of S1 in the 10-th direction, and Ri are sizes of cycles in T
p. We see that the theory
is in a weak coupling region when p ≤ 3, while it is in a strong coupling region when p ≥ 4,
because R10 → 0 in DLCQ limit.
Here we explain what we have done in this section in the brane language. Fundamental
objects in M-theory are M2-branes, M5-branes and graviton states. Let us see what kind of
states of these objects survive in DLCQ limit as in [41, 42]. These states reduce to objects
in type IIA string theory because M-theory reduces to it. In DLCQ limit, energy of a
state is given by E = P10 +O(
1
p10
) because R10 → 0 and a Kaluza-Klein (K-K) momentum
P10 =
n
R10
→ ∞. The leading contribution P10 = n 1g√α′ is static energy of n D0-branes.
This implies that a n-th K-K mode of an eleven-dimensional graviton survives and reduces
to n D0-branes. The second term O( 1
p10
) = O(R10) comes from energy of M2- and M5-
branes wrapped around the S1. Because their energy is O( 1
p10
), only ground states of M2-
and M5-branes that are completely wrapped around S1 and T 4 survive, and they reduce to
fundamental strings wrapped around one cycle of T p and D4-branes wrapped around four
cycles of T p, respectively. M5-branes cannot survive when p ≤ 3. Let us suppose that these
M-branes have zero K-K momentum. Energy of them is given by E =
√
p2 +m2, where p is
a transverse momentum and m is a mass of the M-branes. Because E = O(m) = O(R10), p
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global symmetry in SUGRA U-duality
M on T 1 SO(1, 1,R) -
M on T 2 SL(2,R)× SO(1, 1,R) SL(2,Z)
M on T 3 SL(2,R)× SL(3,R) SL(2,Z)× SL(3,Z)
M on T 4 SL(5,R) SL(5,Z)
Table 1: Global symmetry in supergravity and U-duality in string theory when M-theory is
compactified on tori.
needs to be zero. This is a point of measure zero. Therefore, the M-branes need to have non-
zero K-K momentum, and thus the fundamental strings need to end on the D0-branes, and
the D4-branes need to form D0-D4 bound states. If we perform T-duality transformations
along all of the torus directions, the D0-branes and all of the surviving fundamental strings
are described by the u(n) (p+1)-dimensional SYM on T˜ p, and the D0-D4 bound state that
consists of the n D0-branes and the N D4-branes becomes a D0-D4 bound state that consists
of n D4-branes and N D0-branes when p = 4. This bound state is described as a N BPS
instanton in the u(n) (4+1)-dimensional SYM on T˜ 4. As a result, the fundamental objects
in M-theory on T p in DLCQ limit are described by the u(n) (p+1)-dimensional SYM on T˜ p.
Because our model on T p in the limit reduces to this theory, we see that in DLCQ limit,
our model describes M2-branes, M5-branes and graviton states. This fact suggests that our
model includes correct physical degrees of freedom of M-theory.
Next, we discuss in the supergravity point of view. The eleven-dimensional supergravity
compactified on T p is the (11-p)-dimensional maximal supergravity. Its global symmetry is
summarized in the above table. The origin of this symmetry is U-duality in string theory,
which is obtained by quantizing the global symmetry, where R is replaced by Z. The
difference between the global symmetry of supergravities and U-duality is an accidental
symmetry in low-energy effective theories. U-duality is also summarized in the table [41,42].
Let us see that our model on T p in DLCQ limit, namely the (p+1)-dimensional SYM on
T˜ p can reproduce U-duality as in [51–54]. In the T 2 case, our model reduces to the (2+1)-
dimensional SYM on T˜ 2 and it has a modular group of T˜ 2, SL(2,Z). This is identical with the
U-duality group. In the T 3 case, the (3+1)-dimensional SYM on T˜ 3 has not only a modular
group of T˜ 3, SL(3,Z), but also SL(2,Z) S-duality. The total group coincides with the U-
duality group. In the T 4 case, because the (4+1)-dimensional SYM is not renormalizable and
in a strong coupling region, we use the brane picture. This theory represents n D4-branes on
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T˜ 4 in a strong coupling region, which is n M5-branes on T˜ 5 in the M-theory point of view.
This system has a modular group of T˜ 5, SL(5,Z), which coincides with the U-duality group.
These facts suggest that our model can reproduce the eleven-dimensional supergravity.
5 Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, we have shown that a supermembrane action in an eleven-dimensional space-
time with a semi-light-cone gauge can be written only with Nambu-Poisson bracket and an
invariant symmetric bilinear form up to the quadratic order approximation in ∂αX
µ and
∂αψ (α = 0, 1, 2 and µ = 0, 1, 2), and thus it has manifest VPD covariance even when the
world-volume metric is flat. We have proposed two 3-algebraic models describing M-theory
which are obtained as a second quantization of an action that is equivalent to the super-
membrane action under the approximation. The second quantization is defined by replac-
ing Nambu-Poisson bracket with finite-dimensional 3-algebras’ ones. The models possess
space-time N = 1 supersymmetry in eleven dimensions, which consists of 16 kinematical
and 16 dynamical supersymmetries. Although the models possess not full SO(1, 10) but
SO(1, 2)× SO(8) or SO(1, 2)× SU(4)×U(1) covariance, they possess the matrices Aµ and
XI or ZA corresponding to the eleven coordinates in M-theory. Aµ are dynamical because
our models possess the same structure as the supermembrane action with a semi-light-cone
gauge, where only the kappa symmetry is fixed and bosonic space-time coordinates are not
constrained. We have also shown that the SU(4) model with the algebra (4.1) reduces to
BFSS matrix theory if we take DLCQ limit.
Here we assume the existence of a covariant matrix model of M-theory and discuss a
relation to our models, although it seems currently impossible to construct it. The covariant
model should possess eleven bosonic matrices and thirty-two fermionic matrices that rep-
resent eleven-dimensional N = 1 supercoordinates. Because physical degrees of freedom of
bosons and fermions are eight and sixteen, respectively, the covariant model should possess
a symmetry analogous to the kappa symmetry of the supermembrane action. If this sym-
metry is fixed, that is a semi-light-cone gauge is taken, the covariant model should reduce
to one of our models as in the supermembrane case. In this gauge, bosonic matrices are
not constrained as in our models, whereas SO(1,10) covariance is broken. From this point
of view, the number of D0 branes in our models should not be fixed in contrast to BFSS
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matrix theory. We hope that our models are sufficient to calculate all physical observables
in M-theory.
Note Added
While we are in the final stage of writing the manuscript, a paper appeared [55] in which
models of M-theory are proposed. We note that their models are different with our models
because their models are three-dimensional field theories, while ours are zero-dimensional
ones. For example, the relation between their and our models is similar to the relation
between N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory and the IIB matrix model. They are different
theories and give different physics.
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